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Essence: Sweet children, in order to take care of yourself, bathe in knowledge twice a day.  Maya makes 
you make mistakes and the Father frees you from making mistakes. 

Question: On the basis of which faith and effort do you receive full help from the Father? 
Answer: First of all, there has to be the firm faith that mine is one Shiv Baba alone and none other.  

Together with this, surrender yourself completely to the Father, that is, become a trustee and 
serve with love.  Such children receive full help from the Father. 

Song: We have to follow the path on which we may fall and have to get up again. 
Om shanti.  Who is saying this in the song?  The Supreme Father, the Supreme Soul, the Ocean of 
Knowledge, says: Children, on the path that I am now making you follow, and in the directions and advice 
that I am now giving you to conquer Maya, this will happen – some will fall and some will get up and some 
will remain careful.  They will continue to remain conscious or unconscious.  This is the life-giving herb to 
remain conscious.  The life-giving herb of the Supreme Father, the Supreme Soul, is knowledge.  There is 
the story in the Ramayana of how there was a battle between Rama and Ravan and how Lakshman became 
unconscious and then Hanuman brought the life-giving herb to make him conscious again.  In fact, the 
Ramayana was written later.  There are no such things.  Nor did God sit and speak the Gita that human 
beings have written.  The Father is the Ocean of Knowledge.  Knowledge of what?  He gives you the 
knowledge of the beginning, the middle and the end of the world.  Human beings then wrote the Gita from 
this and named it as though it was spoken by Krishna.  What would happen if someone were to print the 
name of the child in the biography of his father?  In the same way, Shiv Baba gave birth to the Gita, but they 
put Krishna’s name in it, and this is why it has become meaningless.  Because the Gita has been falsified, 
the yoga of the intellect of every human being has been broken away from God.  So, how can human beings 
become pure?  We become pure with this fire of yoga, not with the water of the Ganges.  Baba is the Ocean 
of Knowledge.  He changes human beings into deities with the nectar of knowledge.  However, water is not 
called nectar.  This is a study.  Study means knowledge.  The people of Bharat have written the scriptures 
from the copper age.  They say that the scriptures are eternal and we say that the drama is eternal.  It isn’t 
that the scrip tures began from the golden age.  To say that all of them are eternal means that they are fixed 
in the drama.  People have been writing them from the copper age.  The unlimited Father has now told you 
His whole biography.  He says: I play no part in the golden and silver ages.  The world continues according 
to the drama.  My part is also fixed in the drama.  I am bound by the bondage of the drama.  I have no part 
in the golden and silver ages, just as Christ and Buddha have no part in the golden and silver ages.  All of 
those souls reside in the land of liberation.  It isn’t that all the souls of the deity religion also come down at 
that time.  No, they too come down gradually, numberwise.  Then they change from satopradhan and go 
through the stages of sato, rajo and tamo.  Then those of the sun dynasty become part of the moon dynasty 
and expansion continues to take place.  This has to be understood fully.  You know that those who become 
half pure will receive an incomplete kingdom.  Those who become clever (go ahead) in knowledge and yoga 
are the ones who will become kings first.  A kingdom is being established.  Full effort has to be made.  Shiv 
Baba explains: You have to become like a diamond.  I am the Ocean of Knowledge, the Ocean of Peace.  
You have to become master oceans of knowledge.  Sannyasis believe that they have to do breathing 
exercises etc.  It isn’t like that here.  Here, Baba pulls the strings (of the yoga of your intellect).  Baba pulls 
the strings of even the young daughters and so they go into trance.  This is called a Godly blessing.  There 
are visions on the path of bhakti too.  No one except the Father has the power to grant divine visions.  The 
Father is now personally in front of you.  He says: God has to come to the devotees to liberate them from 
the chains of Maya.  Baba says: I know that there is a war with Maya.  Sometimes you will ascend and 
sometimes you will fall.  When your yoga breaks, you make mistakes through your thoughts, words and 
deeds.  Everyone faces tests.  If you were not to have any attacks from Maya, you would leave your body.  
No one has yet become perfect.  This is a horse race.  It is called the sacrificial fire in which the horse is 
sacrificed.  In order to attain the kingdom, you have to sacrifice the horse, that is, the chariot, to Shiv Baba.  
That is, you have to become His child and serve all the time.  Become a trustee and make effort and you will 
receive help.  You need to have firm faith: Mine is one Shiv Baba and none other.  Everyone has to die.  
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Each one of you has a right to claim your inheritance from the Supreme Father, the Supreme Soul, who is 
the Father, Teacher and Satguru.  It is everyone’s stage of retirement.  Everyone has to die together.  When 
calamities come, so many people die together.  When a few bombs are dropped, all the buildings will be 
destroyed.  So now there is to be death for everyone.  This is why you have to make your children earn an 
income.  This is the true income.  Those who do something will receive the return of it.  It isn’t that when 
the father earns an income, the children will receive from that.  No.  Children also have to be made to earn 
this true income.  This is something to be understood.  A lot of precautions have to be taken for this.  We are 
becoming deities and so we cannot eat anything impure.  Some think that it isn’t wrong to eat fish, and they 
even feed brahmin priests that.  All the customs and systems have become wrong.  The Father says: You 
have to become totally pure.  First of all sit on the pyre of knowledge.  No matter how many sinful thoughts 
you have in your mind, you mustn’t put them into practice through the physical organs.  When you belong 
to Baba, the war with Maya begins.  Maya doesn’t wage war so much on those who are going to become 
subjects.  You have to become conquerors of Maya and thus conquerors of the world.  Subjects don’t 
become conquerors of the world.  To become a conqueror of the world means to become part of the sun and 
moon dynasties.  Some make effort, remain pure for 3 to 4 years and are then slapped.  Then they write to 
Baba: Baba, forgive Me!  There are rules and regulations here.  When you belong to the Father, you have to 
write about all the sins you have committed in your life.  “Dharamraj, Shiv Baba, I have committed these 
sins in this birth.”  Then half of them will be forgiven.  This is the law.  Earlier, when someone confessed in 
front of a judge, his punishment would be reduced.  If you make a mistake and then don’t write to Baba 
about it, there will be one hundredfold punishment.  There are many precautions that you children have to 
observe.  There aren’t as many for people outside.  This is why they are afraid.  You belong to the unlimited 
Father and the Bridegroom who makes you 100 times fortunate.  Of course you make mistakes but, 
eventually, you definitely have to become free from making mistakes.  Many precautions have to be 
observed here.  When you hold onto the hand of the Powerful One, that Father will also look after you.  He 
would not look after the stepchildren as much.  There are very few real children, but nevertheless, there are 
many children who write to Baba.  So much post comes to Baba every day.  Baba has only one hand and if 
each child were to write that Baba should send them a personal letter…  There will be a lot of expansion 
now.  No one else would have such a big bag of post.  This is the incognito Government.  It is underground.  
It is religio-political.  There are no weapons etc.  The destination is high.  Those who climb taste the 
sweetness of heaven, and those who fall become subjects.  Do you understand?  You children know that 
Bharat that was like a diamond has become like a shell.  You would say that you are now making effort to 
change from a resident of hell into a resident of heaven.  We have come here to become 100 times fortunate 
for all time.  Baba is making us pure from impure.  Then this kingdom of Ravan will go down below.  This 
cycle continues to turn.  When the kingdom of Ravan goes down, the kingdom of Rama comes up.  You 
have to take care of yourself very well.  Only those who bathe in knowledge every day will be able to take 
care of themselves.  Royal people bathe twice a day.  Here too, you definitely have to bathe in knowledge 
twice: at amrit vela and in the evening at dusk.  The first time, study for an hour and then the second time, 
definitely revise the murli.  You have to imbibe knowledge and inspire others to imbibe it.  Enable your 
wife and children to earn the true income.  To claim the fortune of a kingdom for 21 births is not like going 
to your aunty’s home!  It can be understood which ones are making intense effort.  If someone is ill, you can 
carry that person on a stretcher and bring him here.  Let that person leave the body with the nectar of 
knowledge on his lips.  A deaf or blind person too can earn this income.  Knowledge is very easy.  You have 
to claim your inheritance from the Father.  Only once does the Father personally come and give you the 
sovereignty.  When children become happy, their father goes away into retirement.  The unlimited Father 
makes everyone happy and then He goes and sits in the supreme abode.  Then souls continue to come down 
from there numberwise.  It isn’t that He sends anyone down; that is just said.  However, this drama 
continues automatically.  They have to come to establish their religion at their own time.  You know that 
you Brahmins are the clan of Brahma.  The whole world is part of Shiva’s clan.  Then the corporeal father is 
Brahma.  We children of Brahma are brothers and sisters.  We now belong to the Godly religion and in the 
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golden age we will belong to the deity religion.  We have now taken birth to God.  We now belong to Him.  
Because of not knowing the Creator, people don’t even know the beginning, the middle or the end of 
creation.  They are called atheists, worth shells.  We have now truly become theists and so we become worth 
diamonds.  By knowing the Creator and the creation, we receive the kingdom.  Baba is making us worth a 
pound and so we should become that, should we not?  He is making us into emperors of the land of truth, 
the masters of the land of truth.  It is said: Leather costume (story of a king who went in disguise to see the 
condition of his kingdom).  There is also the story of God, the Friend.  That God is now our Friend.  The 
stories of God, the Friend, Allah-Avaldin, and Hatamtai (bead in the mouth) are all of this time.  Achcha. 
 
To the sweetest, beloved, long- lost and now-found children, love, remembrance and good morning from the 
Mother, the Father, BapDada.  The spiritual Father says namaste to the spiritual children. 
 
Essence for dharna: 
1. Earn a true income and inspire others to do the same.  Even though tests and storms come, 

don’t make any mistakes through the physical organs.  Become a conqueror of Maya and a 
conqueror of the world. 

2. In order to become deities, maintain full precautions with your food and drink.  Don’t eat any 
impure food.  Definitely bathe in knowledge twice a day. 

 
Blessing: May you be a double-light angel, who transforms “mine” into “Yours”, and always remain 

light.  
Whilst walking and moving along, always have the awareness: I am an angel.  Let it always be 
in your awareness what the form of an angel is, what the words and actions of an angel are.  
This is because when you came to belong to the Father, you made everything that belonged to 
you belong to the Father and you thereby became light (angels).  In order to fulfil this aim 
constantly, simply remember one expression: Everything belongs to the Father, nothing is 
mine!  Where you would previously have said “Mine” say “Yours” and you won’t feel any 
burden.  You will constantly continue to fly in the flying stage. 

Slogan: Wear the garland (haar) of surrendering yourself to the Father and you won’t be defeated (haar) 
by Maya. 

 
* * * O M   S H A N T I * * * 
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